
Get insight into Asia’s 
corporate landscape



Why ScoutAsia?

Clients and accreditation

We are SG:D Accredited
You can be assured of our product’s 
core functionalities, our ability 
to deliver as promised, and your 
data security.

Trusted by the public sector and corporations 
Private industries, the public sector, financial services and regulatory 
bodies trust Handshakes’ technology.

Searching for information remains a manual, time-consuming task 
for many corporate analysts. Our machines take over the reading, 
so your team can focus on the analysis.

Free your analysts to focus 
on more crucial tasks

ScoutAsia curates the best of Asia’s financial and business news 
sources, as well as company databases, to bring you quality 
insights on Asian markets.

50+ of Asia's best corporate 
news sources in one

Perform deeper research on companies or persons, when you use 
our connection maps tool, which taps on o�cial corporate registry 
and capital markets data.

Visualise connections 
within seconds

A roundup of Asia’s best corporate 
sources in one subscription, so you 
can enjoy comprehensive insights 
with ease.

ScoutAsia



ScoutAsia

Deep dive into relationship 
networks between individuals or 
companies with our interactive 
connection maps.

Key features

Track trends or topics that really 
matter to your business with 
your own custom ‘scouts’, with 
the support of our training team.

A customised dashboard shows 
you the latest updates on 
companies, persons and trends 
that are important to you.

How our clients use ScoutAsia

Monitor key competitors’ or clients’ news 
mentions, exchange filings and financials

Discover & research investment, business or 
partnership opportunities in Asian markets

COMPANIES             NEWS

My target companies in the news

Trending news

Company A

The Nikkei

Korea Times

Nikkei Asia

Biden: 'Maintain a strong military force' to deter China 

Company B

Business Times

ChannelNewsAsia

Company C

The Financial Times

HKEx

Yicai

China’s Handset Shipments Have First Quarterly Gain in Four Years 

Search News



Contact 
enquiries@handshakes.com.sg

www.handshakes.com.sg

ScoutAsia

Get in touch for a 
trial or demo.


